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Networked Bodies:
Human Agency,
ANT and
the Internet of Things

What are the challenges of the network, either
theoretical (ANT) or practical (IoT) or both? And
how will these be integrated into, and act to
change, our current culture?
Show how your analysis of this change can be
seen through the choice of at least two
examples of networked objects (these can be
actual or imaginary).
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“I hope we can all make objects that…ultimately give us a more
humanistic relationship with technology.”1 states David Rose. Rose
is an MIT Lab scientist who designs products revealing ‘deep human
desires’ for omniscience derived from fictional objects.

One of the central challenges of the network in the context of Actor-

His ‘Ambient Umbrella’ glows to subtly inform users of weather changes
and integrate this omniscient presence into our environment. What
Rose does not discuss is the “inaccessible background resonance”2 this
creates which will deplete human capabilities to interface with these
technologies.

ANT, I will pose, is insufficient to accurately study the new control
systems that will emerge from these transformations. It is ill-equipped
to distinguish between organic matter and the emergence of human
simulations perpetually performing unruly digital iterations through
objects whilst human beings lose their mobility as active mediators.

Network Theory (ANT) and the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) is that
of human agency.

If ‘humanistic’ is concerned with the exercise of free-will and the active
nature of human beings in our environments, then Rose’s prospects for
humanistic objects become clouded by these inaccessible networks.

1 Rose, D. ‘Enchanted Objects: Design, Human Desire and the Internet of Things’
(2014) [video]
2 Mitew, T. ‘Do Objects Dream of an IoT?’ (2014) pp. 10

Object-to-object networks will dispense of
active human intervention.
Objects will become the dominant actants.
Extracting, morphing and distributing
visualisations of intimate humanity.
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ANT can be applied to speculate on the flexibility of human agency in

Social theorist Till Jansen highlights this problem in the analogy “a

the IoT. ANT attempts to reframe the rigidity of groups measured in
traditional sociology such as gender, class and race to “extend the list
of [human and non-human actants]”3.

lawsuit [may] …hover over its victim while it is simply an everyday
action for the prosecutor.”5 and asserts that “different ontologies …are
step-by-step substituted with the ontology of the network.”6 thereby
denying them varying degrees of power.

As Latour stresses, “new and unpredictable situations [can] ensue”4
when relationships between actants are recognised as influencing other
actants. But ANT’s willingness to democratise their agency through
the network to such an extent causes contention. It overshadows the
distributions of power these actants can possess when it may be more
appropriate to acknowledge their differences.

This becomes problematic when observing the behaviours of everyday
objects communicating through the IoT. How are humans situated as
‘actants’ within these systems? The European Commission’s Science
and Policy report notes how users in the IoT “[stop] noticing presence,
transactions and eventually actions are taken on her behalf.”7

Users of a ‘smart fridge’ outsource some of their agency to this device
as it communicates between an online shopping list and the local
supermarket to automatically replenish its stock. Our current culture
allows for some degree of human interface (and therefore agency) with
these devices – accepting privacy policies for example.

3 Latour, B. ‘Reassembling the social: An introduction to Actor-Network Theory’
(2005) pp. 73
4 ibid. pp. 59

5 Jansen, T. ‘Beyond ANT: Toward and ‘Infra-Language’ of Reflexivity, [Journal article]
(2016) pp. 23
6 ibid. pp. 6
7 Guimarães, Â; Alice Benessia, P; Curvelo, P. European Commission, ‘JRC Scientific
and Policy Reports: Agency in the Internet of Things’, (2013) pp. 43
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But these interfaces fade as they are increasingly mediated by ‘objectto-object connections’ through the Internet. Actions become recycled
user behaviours.

This is where issues of agency extend beyond the ‘independence’
human actants exert in these transactions. This is the “…absolutely
inseparable logic of grouping bodies as distinct arrangements,”8 as
expressed by Seb Franklin. These objects streamline human behaviour
into replicable motions and condense our material culture into a set of
defined values and activities replicated through algorithms.
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To elaborate, I will introduce the Internet connected road…

I am a smart road - an emerging product of the company ‘Integrated
Roadways’. I am a “durable, precast concrete section embedded with
digital technology and fibre optic connectivity”9. I am on route to replace
our current road system.
I improve journey experiences by connecting people with their ‘smart
cities’ more efficiently. This includes sensors that can feel the positions,
weights and velocities of every vehicle, and WiFi connectivity that
updates you with congestion problems and alternative routes to
maximise the efficiency of your journey.
You need not concern yourself with these features, I will notify your
autonomous vehicle and the traffic control systems with any changes
as you reach your destination.
Accidents are set to reduce enormously. I will notify any vehicles which
are at risk of collision and communicate with your vehicle to prevent
this, giving you more time for your work, your family and your leisure…

8 Franklin, S. ‘Control: Digitality as Cultural Logic’, (2015) pp. 25

9 Integrated Roadways, ‘Smart pavement trailer’ (2016) [trailer]
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The smart road represents a large-scale transformation in human
mobility – not merely across location, but the body’s mobility as a
versatile and influential actant. ANT can be applied to analyse how this
will affect our material culture long-term.

From the perspective of the service stations, the smart road becomes
a mediator for selling the most popular products and desired services
automatically.

Our current roadways share an ‘ecosystem’ with many actants which
we must map to “design from the perspective of the product”10 . This
may include, but is not exclusive to, the vehicles, the brakes system,
the vehicle manufacturers, the vehicle sellers, the drivers, the drivers’
licences, the insurance certificates, the service stations, the pedestrians,
the pedestrians’ footwear, the traffic control systems, the traffic control
authorities and the emergency services.

Franklin has cited this as the “control society’s close proximity to the
logic of capital”11 through the mechanisation of the body. Humans
become passive entities within these object-to-object interactions and
their mobility as actants is restricted.

Presently, the road’s perspective prioritises the vehicle’s connection
between physical locations. When we enter the IoT, the smart road
maintains this priority when acting towards the vehicle. It also transports
the vehicle between digital positions. It reports the performance of the
vehicle to insurance companies, who respond via adjusting costs on the
user’s behalf.

10 Rebaudengo, S. ‘Design for living with smart products: The Intelligent Home’,
(2017) pp. 31

Yet, ANT presumes these actants to be responsive to one another by
nature of their equally acting forces. As Latour explains: “[ANT] pictures
a world of concatenations of mediators where each point can be said to
fully act”12.

The human user appears to still have autonomy of action, but it is the
smart roads which will impose the dominating advancements of brands,
corporations and cultural norms13 upon them. These will manifest as
designated stopping places, ‘preferred’ routes and most popular set
meals as designated by the industries exerting most influence.

11 Franklin, S. ‘Control: Digitality as Cultural Logic’, (2015) pp. 24
12 Latour, B. ‘Reassembling the social: An introduction to Actor-Network Theory’
(2005) Press, pp. 59
13 Rebaudengo, S. ‘Design for living with smart products: The Intelligent Home’,
(2017) pp. 31
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Cybernetics can explain how this process will occur. Cybernetics frames

As Speculative products designer Simone Rebaudengo points out:

interactions between biological, social and technological mediators.
These interactions are “a dependency… [which leads to] the culture we
make…and how we exist in each other’s worlds.”14

“Products are embedded with views and biases [from] people that
design…and market them, with rules based on standards, references,
and approximations.”16 In other words, IoT objects have the energised
potential to reinforce cultural normativity.

The loss of agency in the IoT negates these dependencies. Unable
to integrate with the resonance of technology, we cannot creatively
divert from the behaviours it perpetually replicates and concretises.
Computing philosopher Jaron Lanier describes this as ‘Lock-in’, which
“[culls] the ambiguities of flexible thoughts…into effectively permanent
reality…”15

David Rose designs his products with the belief “Pervasive is
persuasive”17: the principle that people “want to do well to gain approval
and praise”18 by following social nudges. This has benefits regarding
changing people’s health and well-being, yet it is these social nudges
that will also serve in the long-term to define human behaviour to a set
of dominant cultural definitions.

’Lock-in’ aptly describes the immobilisation of otherwise active human
agents within these systems and the subsequent freezing of our
material culture into singular sets of values and trends.

14 Pangaro, P. PhD, ‘What is Cybernetics?’, [Video] (2012)
15 Lanier, J. ‘You are not a Gadget: A Manifesto’, (2010) pp. 10

ANT’s democratisation of the relationships between these actants
clouds the motivations of embedded cultural values within these
technologies.

16 Rebaudengo, S. ‘Design for living with smart products: The Intelligent Home’,
(2017) pp. 26
17 Rose, D. ‘Enchanted Objects: Design, Human Desire and the Internet of Things’,
(2014) [video]
18 Rose, D. ‘Enchanted Objects: Design, Human Desire and the Internet of Things’,
(2014) pp. 211
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These values glide untraced through the network. Data strings begin

Your toothbrush will document your brushing motions and plaque

to influence our actions and behaviours in the physical realm. We can
entertain the notion that everyday objects may start to conjure uncanny
digital representations of ourselves.

levels. These are remodelled as abstracted digital visualisations
through networks. Visible histories and traces of your humanity are
exhibited, albeit detached of physical form and original bodily context.

John Law, also working through ANT, poses that machines will
“perform back to us that which we encode them with.”19 These object
‘performances’ may exceed the agency initially imparted on them.
The data they extract and transfer reinterpreting itself as completely
new simulations of the human body, bodily functions and personal
characteristics.

This bares resemblance to the history of anatomical dissection as
the “potentially violent `writing practice’…”21 of the Renaissance and
Enlightenment periods. This practice sought to categorise organic
material and define systemic certainties.

These apparitional digital avatars communicate through these objects

It re-materialises in contemporary culture as “`virtualisation’ of
dissection…by writing flesh as digital code”22. Brands and corporations
engage in the violence of transporting these pieces as commodities. The

and impart their algorithmic rhythms back onto physical bodies. Jean
Baudrillard’s ‘Simulacra and Simulation’ provides insight into how
this process may materialise. A human action of function begins as
“the reflection of a profound reality…” to becoming a simulacrum – a
representation through the object, which has “no relation to any reality
whatsoever…”20

blurring of public and private space becomes problematic as physical,
knowable ‘facts’ become immortalised in digital material.

19 Law, J. from Kien, G. ‘Actor-Network Theory: machines and authority’ [video]
(2016)
20 Baudrillard, J. ‘Simulacra and Simulation’, (1994) pp. 6

21 (Waldby, 2000) L. A. Moore; A. Hall ‘Taking people apart: Digitised Dissection and
the body at the border’, (2009) pp. 450
22 ibid. pp. 450
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Morbid streams of disembodied avatars. The traces of their human
counterparts endlessly repeating and disgorging the original
behavioural processes of their creation.
Psychologist Jeremy Bailenson recalls the ‘Proteus Effect’, whereby an
“individual’s behaviour conforms to their digital self-representation
independent of how others perceive them.”23 We can predict that objects
and the human-esque emanations they emit will become the dominant
actors dictating our physical performances to ultimately remodel social
conventions.
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Let’s draw this speculation through an intimate object:
I am a smart condom. I evolved from the development of the ‘I.Con’
condom ring developed by the company ‘British Condoms’.
I am your contraceptive, but I want to connect you to a much broader
world of internet connected products as well. “Have you ever wondered
how many calories you’re burning during intercourse? … different
positions you use?... Ever wondered how you stack up to other people
from around the world?”24
I can reveal your deepest desires…it’s whatever turns you on. I can
share your sexual prowess with your friends, family and others across
the world. I even communicate with your GP to book appointments on
your behalf in case of any unwanted sexually transmitted guests.
We will have a pleasurable experience. I will play your favourite playlists
via your Spotify™ account. I’ll let your fridge know which ingredients to
order in for your ‘morning after’. The data I collect will be your most
honest incarnation in the bedroom. This digital version of you will be
able to connect with other people who may admire your performance…
you’re guaranteed to attract attention.
Oh, trust me, our lives together are going to be so much more…
stimulating.

23 Bailenson, J; Segovia, K. Y. ‘Virtual Dopplegangers: Psychological effects of Avatars who ignore their owners’, (2010) pp. 179,

24 British Condoms, ‘i.Con Smart Condom’
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An internet connected contraceptive is an uncomfortable prospect.

One regressive effect is the reinforcing of hegemonic understandings

The I.Con condom ring may never become a legitimate product, but
its potential to ‘gamify’ society into a frivolous and unashamedly
narcissistic reality is terrifying.

of masculinity equated with male sexual experience. In interviews
discussing male interpretations of sexuality, it was found that “the ideal
was not for better sex – more connected – it was simply for more.”27

If disposable condoms were integrated into the IoT, ‘virtual
dopplegangers’25 revolving entirely around the intimate sexual
encounters they liaise would manifest and infest the network. “…the
person is reduced to a transparency, like baggage, evacuated of vitality
and materiality”26 as it dissects and quantifies the sexual organs and
their experiences.

The ability for the IoT condom to replicate and tally information about
men’s intercourse will solidify these societal hegemonies and impose
themselves back into societal understanding. The prospects for positive
validation become Rose’s ‘social nudges’ and the IoT condom becomes
a social mirror charging its users with hubristic, socially admirable selfindulgence.

Unrestrained by the mediation of human agency, The IoT condom
exposes sexual relations and subjectivity more overtly than current
cultural trends.

However, the IoT condom may create space to expand agency over
sexual experience. Sociologist Christian Licoppe recognises how dating
apps “facilitate connections between strangers for…romantic or sexual
encounters [giving] rise to new interaction rituals”.28

The condom may stimulate conversations around sexual stigmas and
more transparent, non-gender or sexuality specific experiences of
pleasure and intimacy through the data that is shared.

25 Bailenson, J; Segovia, K. Y. ‘Virtual Dopplegangers: Psychological effects of
Avatars who ignore their owners’, (2010) pp. 179,
26 (Parks, 2007) L. A. Moore; A. Hall ‘Taking people apart: Digitised Dissection and
the body at the border’, (2009) pp. 452

27 Mooney-Somers, J; M. Ussher, J. ‘Sex and commodity: single and partnered men’s
subjectification as heterosexual men’, pp. 358
28 Licoppe, C. (2016) from Southerton, C. ‘Impersonal Intimacy: Habit and the
Mobile Digital Device’, (2017) pp. 19
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If Rose equates ‘humanistic’ with ‘human-centred’, this is an inaccurate

Perhaps ‘Cat’s Cradle’ is a more appropriate model for envisioning

depiction of the future. Human desires for omniscience may still
circulate within the fabric of our interconnected environment, but it is
unlikely that human understanding would be enlightened by this.

symbiotic relationships between humans and non-humans more
transparently in the IoT. This re-evaluates the boundaries of what
‘counts’ as human through diverging patterns and multiple contributors.

It is difficult to assess to what extent human actants will intervene in
these new systems when applying ANT. It is not that ANT denies the
existence of power influences as the smart roads analysis demonstrates,
but, that it is difficult to envision how much agency will be granted to
‘human’ actants.

This will become necessary when ‘humanism’ adopts new meanings
in these networks. When human actants and their relationships are
dissected and translated through simulations performed through
objects and we enter a post-anthropomorphic state.

This is emphasised when the network floods with indeterminable
‘human’ digital dopplegangers. Donna Haraway has critiqued ANT on
this basis, favouring ‘Cat’s Cradle’ as an actor-network. This “[passes
on] culturally interesting patterns…[without] frozen subject or object
[subjectivities].”29

The networked body transcends digital versions of itself. “Morphing
images make the body obsolete.”30 If humanism was concerned with
the active and independent nature of the individual, it is transformed in
the realm of autonomous data strings wearing the skins of humanity.
Imparting their decontextualized, insular behavioural norms back onto
susceptible human hosts.

Eternally.

29 Haraway, D. J. ‘A game of Cat’s Cradle: Science Studies, Feminist Theory, Cultural
Studies’ (1994) pp. 70

30 (Stelarc) Broadhurst-Dixon, J; Cassidy, E. J; ‘Virtual Futures: Cyberotics,
Technology and Post-Human Pragmatism’ (1998) pp. 116
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